Full Featured Integrated Ad Hoc Reporting
Benefits of Ad Hoc Reporting
Information is propagating at an
unprecedented rate; it is becoming
increasingly difficult for organizations and
businesses to make sense of it all. One way
to cope with this problem is with report
tools. Report tools are a great way for
organizations to analyze and sift through
large volumes of data and extract the data
that is important to them. Standard
reports work well when analyzing the day
to day operations of an organization. As
the business environment changes and the
information influx continues to rise, however, it becomes essential for an organization to be versatile in its
information analysis capabilities. Custom or Ad Hoc reports give organizations a tool to quickly analyze new
information on the fly and extract the non-standard data that is often essential for correct decision making.

Two Approaches to Ad Hoc Reporting
Traditionally, organizations have had two ad hoc report tool approaches to choose from: either (1) purchase a
third party report tool or (2) develop the report tool in-house. Both approaches have their advantages and
disadvantages. A third party tool spares the organization the time and cost associated with in-house
development but often does not fit seamlessly into the organization’s existing business management
framework. It sacrifices ease of use for ease of implementation. Conversely, an in-house developed reporting
tool fits seamlessly into the organization’s existing framework but requires significant development time sacrificing ease of implementation for ease of use.

ReportXpress delivers full featured ad hoc reporting seamlessly into your existing
management framework - eliminating IT overhead and shortening training time
The Third Appraoch: ReportXpress
ReportXpress is designed to give the best of both worlds, integrating its full featured Ad Hoc reporting tool
into an organization’s existing business management system. Users do not have to acclimate themselves to a
new interface or new program - the ReportXpress ad hoc reporting tool integrates seamlessly into your
organization’s existing business management software framework. In addition, the ReportXpress connector
makes integration a snap, eliminating the IT costs associated with developing an in-house custom reporting
tool. ReportXpress helps you do what you do best: run your organization - without slowing you down.

Key Features

ReportXpress

Connect to any Oracle or SQL database
Configure bureaus views and categories
Configure report database catalogs
Configure report entities and entity fields
Configure Columns
Edit Column Attributes
Configure List of Values
Configure Range of Values
Configure Formula Columns
Configure Group Columns
Create and Manage Reports
List Report Creation using single or multiple entities
Summary Detail Reports
Select Filter Columns
Select Sort Columns
Select Report JOIN columns
Execute reports using the parameters such as sort columns, filter columns and joins
Export Reports into HTML, Excel, MS Word and CSV formats
Security
ReportXpress counters SQL injection attacks by:
Constraining input
Using parameters with stored procedures
Using parameters with dynamic SQL
Using an account with restricted permissions
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